One outcome of the extensive work on the ways that birds and insects use visual landmarks to return to a rewarded location is that they use landmarks differently. But this conclusion may have been reached because the almost exclusive training and testing of birds in small laboratory environments may prevent birds from using the view-matching strategies seen in insects. To test how birds use landmarks in an open-field environment, we trained free-living hummingbirds to search for a reward near two experimental landmarks. When the angular size and panoramic position of the landmarks were kept consistent, the hummingbirds searched in the direction of the flower and matched either the retinal angle of the landmarks or the absolute distance of the flower during training, even when the actual size and distance between landmarks changed. These data are more similar to data from view-matching ants solving a similar problem than they are to data from birds trained to use landmarks in the laboratory. This suggests that hummingbirds may also use a remembered view to relocate a rewarded site. Regardless of whether hummingbirds use a remembered view for navigation or just to recognize landmarks, data on landmark use collected from birds tested in the laboratory may not fully reflect how birds return to locations in the wild. © 2018 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Animals often use configurations of surrounding visual landmarks to return accurately to the locations of important resources, such as a nectar-or pollen-providing flower or a hidden cache (Chamizo, 2003; Collett, Chittka, & Collett, 2013; Gould, Kelly, & Kamil, 2010; Pritchard & Healy, 2017) . Although using landmarks requires learning, the information animals actually learn and how they use that information to navigate remains contentious. For example, 'using landmarks' does not necessarily require an animal to learn about individual landmarks because, for all animals, landmarks are initially experienced as part of a wider visual panorama. This panoramic view contains information about the distances and relative directions of surrounding landmarks in the form of perceived angular sizes and relative angular positions (Cartwright & Collett, 1983; Zeil, Hofmann, & Chahl, 2003) . Animals can, then, perceive these properties 'directly' without having to compute absolute distances, compass bearings, or even separate landmarks from the background (Fig. 1a) . Insects use such 'implicit' spatial information to return to a remembered location by matching their current view to a visual 'snapshot' of the panorama viewed from the goal location (e.g. Cartwright & Collett, 1983; Durier, Graham, & Collett, 2003; Narendra, Si, Sulikowski, & Cheng, 2007; Stürzl, Zeil, Boeddeker, & Hemmi, 2016; Wehner & R€ aber, 1979; Zeil, 2012) . Despite some theoretical support for view-based navigation (Benhamou, 1998; Cheung, Stürzl, Zeil, & Cheng, 2008; Sheynikhovich, Chavarriaga, Str€ osslin, Arleo, & Gerstner, 2009; Stürzl, Cheung, Cheng, & Zeil, 2008) , vertebrates are not thought to use landmarks in this way. Over the many years of work on vertebrate landmark use in the laboratory, only a few experiments have suggested vertebrates navigate by matching remembered views (Douglas, 1996; Pecchia & Vallortigara, 2010; Pecchia, Gagliardo, & Vallortigara, 2011) .
Rather than view matching, vertebrates tested in the laboratory are thought to compute the location of the goal by extracting information about the actual distance and/or direction of the goal from one or more landmarks (Fig. 1b; Cheng, Spetch, Kelly, & Bingman, 2006; Gould et al., 2010) . Most of this work has been conducted with pigeons or food-storing birds, who use visual landmarks to search for a reward. The places in which birds search when the dimensions of a learned landmark array are changed suggest that the birds learn the absolute position of the goal from each landmark: the birds either continue to search at the 'correct' 
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